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1. Imprinting memory into paste 
We prepare a paste by mixing powder of calcium carbonate with water. When we 
dry the paste， we usually obtain isotropic cellular crack pattern. When we vibrate the 
paste horizontally for a short time before drying， however， the paste remembers the 
direction of the initial external vibration， and the lamellar crack pattern appears with 
directions of these cracks al perpendicular to the direction of the initial vibration 
[1・2].By making morphological phase diagram of crack pattern and by performing 
rheological measurement of the paste， we find that due to its plasticity the paste 
remembers the density fluctuation of densely packed particles induced by vibration. 
2. Transition of memory and its visualization as crack patterns 
When we use magnesium 
carbonate hydroxide as powder， we 
find in Fig. 1 that the direction of 
lamellar cracks changes from 
perpendicular direction to parallel 
direction when compared with the 
direction of the initial vibration. 
The transition of the direction 
of lamellar cracks is also observed 
in the morphological phase 
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Fig.l Transition of the direction of lamellar cracks. 
The arrow indicates the direction of the initial 
diagram of crack patterns shown I vibration with the strength of 2.4m1s2• The solid 
in Fig. 2. Changing the shape of I volume fraction p is 山%in (a) and 6.7% in (b)， 
con凶 neras in Fig. 3， we find that I respectively. Decreasing the value of p， the direction 
the direction of the new type of I oflamellar cracks changes from perpendicular 
lamellar crack in region C of Fig.2 direction in (a) to oarallel direction in (b) r31. 
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is not always parallel to the direction of vibration， itis rather parallel to the direction 
of the flow induced by the initial vibration. As we consider that the crack pattern is a 
visualization of memory contained in paste， we find that the transition of memory is 
induced by decreasing the value of the solid volume fraction at the initial vibration. 
Then， why there appear a transition of memory in paste? We find that the shape of 
magnesium carbonate hydroxide particles is disk-like， while that of calcium carbonate is 
roughly spherical. Thus， as for paste made of magnesium carbonate hydroxide， card house 
structure bui1t of disk-like particles and also the lack of Coulombic repulsive interaction 
among particles enable the formation of dilute network structure with plasticity even at 
low solid volume fraction. That is why paste made of magnesium carbonate hydroxide can 
remember the direction of flow at low solid volume fraction. We consider that the flow is 
memorized as an elongated stripe-like microstructure with disk-rearrangement under flow. 
Since paste can remember flow pattern， we can design various crack patterns， such as 
ring， spiral， etc.， by changing shapes of containers and also by changing the way to apply 
mechanical forces. 
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Fig. 3 Experiment to investigate the Fig. 2 Morphological phase diagram of crack 
feature of the new type of lamellar 
crack in region C of Fig. 2. Here， the 
solid volume fraction p is 7.7%. The 
function of the solid 
volume fraction p and the strength of the initial 
vibration. Open circles denote isotropic cellular 
shown as a patterns， 
arrow indicates the direction of the crack patterns， solid squares denote lamellar 
initial vibration with the strength of IS which of direction the patterns， crack 
O.6mJs2 • We see that flow patterns perpendicular to the direction of the initial 
external initial the by caused vibration， and squares with plus inside denote 
are memorized and vibration are lamellar crack patterns， the direction of which 
visualized by crack patterns [3]. is parallel to the direction of the vibration [3]. 
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